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￭ The frequency of the output pulse of the Timer 555 and CD 4047B can be easily calculated. ￭ The pulse width of the output pulse of the Timer
555 and CD 4047B can be calculated. ￭ The value of the capacitance or inductance of a capacitor or inductor can be easily calculated. ￭ The
frequency, pulse width and capacitance or inductance can be easily calculated for two capacitors or two inductors connected in series or parallel. ￭ A
fixed frequency can be calculated for a CD 4047B or Timer 555. ￭ A sinusoidal voltage or current waveform can be calculated for a CD 4047B or
Timer 555. ￭ The variation of the frequency, pulse width and capacitance or inductance of a capacitor or inductor, with the change in frequency of
the input pulse can be calculated. ￭ Output voltage and output current of the CD 4047B and Timer 555 can be calculated with ease. ￭ Noise
immunity of the Timer 555 or CD 4047B can be easily calculated for a stable and mono stable mode. ￭ Noise immunity of the CD 4047B and Timer
555 in a stable and mono stable mode can be calculated. ￭ The total capacitance or resistance of two capacitors or two resistors connected in series
or parallel can be easily calculated. ￭ Complexity: ￭ Scaling: Zero to 2 decimal places. ￭ User can generate scaling factors from 0.001 to 10.0. ￭
User can generate output frequency 0.01 to 1.0 kHz for a CD 4047B. ￭ User can generate output frequency 0.01 to 1.0 kHz for a Timer 555. ￭ User
can generate pulse width 0.01 to 1.0 ms for a CD 4047B. ￭ User can generate pulse width 0.01 to 1.0 ms for a Timer 555. ￭ User can generate
capacitance 0.01 to 10.0 pF for a CD 4047B. ￭ User can generate capacitance 0.01 to 10.0 pF for a Timer 555. ￭ User can generate inductance 0.01
to 100 nH for a CD 4047B. ￭ User can generate induct
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Tollfree 1-888-923-0331 KEYMACRO CRITICAL APPLICATIONS: ￭ Electronic Components and Circuits ￭ Mechanical Equipment ￭ Industrial
Machinery ￭ Astronomical Instruments ￭ Health and Body Aids ￭ Other Mechanical Equipment ￭ Other Electrical Equipment ￭ Industrial
Automation ￭ Telecommunications ￭ Radio Astronomy and Science ￭ Sound Systems ￭ Other ￭ Test Equipment and Measurement Instruments ￭
Instruments and Measurement ￭ Magnets, Magnometers, Magnetometers ￭ Radios, Waves, Electronic Emissions, ￭ Other X-Ray Generators,
Gamma-Ray ￭ Detectors, Radio Astronomy and Radio ￭ Telescopes ￭ Other Electrical Instruments ￭ TV Equipment ￭ Electro-Optics, Electronics
and Control ￭ Other Electrical Instruments and ￭ Equipment ￭ Computer Hardware and Software ￭ Other ￭ Industrial Equipment and Processes ￭
Electronics and Computer Hardware ￭ Industrial Equipment, Instruments, ￭ Other Electrical Equipment ￭ Aerospace and Military Hardware ￭
Communications, Radar, Communication ￭ Electronic Equipment, Hardware and ￭ Computer Software ￭ Other Electronic Equipment and ￭
Computer Hardware and Software ￭ Military, Astronomical, Telescopes ￭ Other ￭ Power Generators, Distributed Energy ￭ Sources, Chemical
Manufacturing ￭ Industrial Chemicals and Other ￭ Chemicals ￭ Electromagnetic Radiation and Electromagnetic ￭ Wave Generators ￭ Other ￭
Safety and First Aid ￭ Machinery and Vehicle Instruments ￭ Medical Equipment ￭ Chemicals, Agriculture and ￭ Beverages ￭ Aerospace and
Military Hardware ￭ Medical Equipment ￭ Machinery and Vehicle ￭ Instruments, Containers and ￭ Vehicles ￭ Other Instruments ￭ Agriculture and
Beverages ￭ Machinery and Vehicle Instruments ￭ Crop Processing ￭ Other Machinery ￭ Containers ￭ Machinery and Vehicle 77a5ca646e
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1. This software is designed to provide the user a facility to calculate the frequency, on time, off time of a monostable Timer 555, CD 4047B and to
calculate the capacitance, resistance or inductance required for a desired frequency or pulse period, when the pulse period or frequency is known. 2.
This software is designed to calculate the frequency, off time and off time of a dual monostable Timer 555 and CD 4047B in mono and stable mode.
3. This software is not intended to be a general purpose frequency, pulse, square wave or oscillator or frequency, pulse, square wave or oscillator
timer calculator or circuit simulator. 4. This software is not intended to calculate the frequency, on time, off time, pulse period and pulse frequency
of a general purpose monostable Timer 555, CD 4047B or their combination of both for general purpose applications. 5. This software is not
intended to calculate the frequency, on time, off time, pulse period and pulse frequency of a general purpose monostable Timer 555, CD 4047B or
their combination of both for general purpose applications. 6. This software is not intended to calculate the frequency, on time, off time, pulse
period and pulse frequency of a general purpose monostable Timer 555, CD 4047B or their combination of both for general purpose applications. 7.
This software is not intended to calculate the frequency, on time, off time, pulse period and pulse frequency of a general purpose monostable Timer
555, CD 4047B or their combination of both for general purpose applications. 8. This software is not intended to calculate the frequency, on time,
off time, pulse period and pulse frequency of a general purpose monostable Timer 555, CD 4047B or their combination of both for general purpose
applications. 9. This software is not intended to calculate the frequency, on time, off time, pulse period and pulse frequency of a general purpose
monostable Timer 555, CD 4047B or their combination of both for general purpose applications. 10. This software is not intended to calculate the
frequency, on time, off time, pulse period and pulse frequency of a general purpose monostable Timer 555, CD 4047B or their combination of both
for general purpose applications. 11. This software is not intended to calculate the frequency, on time, off time, pulse period and pulse frequency of
a general purpose monost
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System Requirements:

See this thread for general AMD G-series support info: This guide was written using Windows 10 and 14393.0 drivers for testing. AMD Catalyst®
13.12 Beta - Version: Radeon Software Crimson Edition 13.12 Beta XFX® Radeon RX580 2GB HU 8800GTS 512-bit PCI-E 3.0 x
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